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This Book consist of 53 Must Do Python Projects for All Developers/Students to practice

different projects and scenarios. Use these learnings in professional tasks or daily learning

projects.At the end of this book, you can download all this projects by using our link.All 53

python projects are divided into different modules, every python project is special in its own

way of performing daily task by a developer. Every python project has its source codes which

learners can copy and practice/use on their own systems. If there is special requirement for

any python projects, its already mentioned in the book.Topics covered in 53 Must Do Python

Projects for All are as follows:Snake GameSpaceship GameSnapshot of given websiteSpeech-

to-Text ConverterSpeech-To-TextSpeed TestSpelling CheckerSplit a video file by given time

periodSplit FilesSplit folder into subfoldersSpreadsheet AutomationStore emails in CSVString

search from multiple filesTake A BreakTerminal-based hangman gameTerminal Progress bar

with image ResizingText to SpeechText EditorTextfile AnalysisTic Tac ToeTic-Tac-Toe-AITime

to load websiteTodo App using flaskTwitter Scrapper Without APITyping Speed TestInstagram

Unfollower BotUnique words in text fileUnstructured Supplementary Service DataUnzip

FileURL ShortnerVideo To Audio Converter in pythonVoice TranslatorsHashing

PasswordsWeather AppWebsite Summarization APIWeb Scrapping CommentWebsite

BlockerWhatsapp BotWhatsapp AutomationInstagram Follow- NotFollowWikipedia infobox

scraperWikipedia Scrapper in PythonInstagram Image downloadWikipedia summary script with

GUIWord GamesWorksetup AutomationSet a Random desktop backgroundCompress folder

and filesOrganize files in a directoryYoutube Trending Feed ScrapperLinkedIn My Connections

ScrapperDownload Audio – YoutubeYoutube Video Downloader

"A good introduction for those beginning to explore spinning, and a comprehensive guide to

technique for experienced spindlers." - Library Journal"I have a decent assortment of spinning

books, including some excellent ones that focus on spindles, but this book blows them away." -

KnittingScholar.com"A great choice for those new to spinning and those who might feel

cheated because their budget--or their living arrangements--make a wheel an impossibility." -

About.com Guide to Knitting"Be prepared to have cliched thoughts about spindles and

spinning on spindles blasted out of the water. Abby Franquemont has given spinners a

encyclopedic gift on the topic of spindles. In a single volume, she will change the way you look

at, think about and use...spindles." - Knitty.com"The instructions are very well done, nothing is

rushed and there are good photos of everything you need. I'd happily recommend this to a

beginner." - YarnMaker"Respect the Spindle is really lovely. It's perfect if you've always wanted

to spin but were intimidated by spinning wheels because it makes the whole process a lot more

elemental. Perfect for even the novice spinner!" - The Purl Bee"Abby Franquemont says

spinning with a spindle can get you any kind of yarn you want; a spinning wheel never needs to

be in your house if you don't want it. She makes this argument--and proves the point nicely--in

her book Respect the Spindle." - About.com"It's a comprehensive guide to using a drop spindle

and it starts at the very beginning, which is perfect for a total novice like me." - Canadian Living

craft blogReview"A good introduction for those beginning to explore spinning, and a

comprehensive guide to technique for experienced spindlers." -- "Library Journal" "I have a

decent assortment of spinning books, including some excellent ones that focus on spindles,

but this book blows them away." -- "KnittingScholar.com" "A great choice for those new to



spinning and those who might feel cheated because their budget--or their living arrangements--

make a wheel an impossibility." -- "About.com Guide to Knitting" "Be prepared to have cliched

thoughts about spindles and spinning on spindles blasted out of the water. Abby Franquemont

has given spinners a encyclopedic gift on the topic of spindles. In a single volume, she will

change the way you look at, think about and use...spindles." -- "Knitty.com" "The instructions

are very well done, nothing is rushed and there are good photos of everything you need. I'd

happily recommend this to a beginner." -- "YarnMaker" ""Respect the Spindle" is really lovely.

It's perfect if you've always wanted to spin but were intimidated by spinning wheels because it

makes the whole process a lot more elemental. Perfect for even the novice spinner!" - "The

Purl Bee " "Abby Franquemont says spinning with a spindle can get you any kind of yarn you

want; a spinning wheel never needs to be in your house if you don't want it. She makes this

argument -- and proves the point nicely -- in her book "Respect the Spindle"." - "About.com "

"It's a comprehensive guide to using a drop spindle and it starts at the very beginning, which is

perfect for a total novice like me." - "Canadian Living craft blog" --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAbby Franquemont was raised in the United States and

the Andes, where she was taught to spin on a spindle at the age of five. She has been

spinning, knitting, weaving, and crocheting for more than thirty years. She is a fiber artist,

teacher, technical editor, and writer whose work has appeared in Spin-Off, Spindlicity, and

Twist Collective. She lives in Lebanon, Ohio.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.Read more
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Youtube Video DownloaderHow to download this project:IntroductionPython is a general-

purpose interpreted, interactive, object- oriented, and a powerful programming language with

dynamic semantics. It is an easy language to learn and become expert. Python is one among

those rare languages that would claim to be both easy and powerful. Python's elegant syntax

and dynamic typing alongside its interpreted nature makes it an ideal language for scripting

and robust application development in many areas on giant platforms.Python helps with the

modules and packages, which inspires program modularity and code reuse. The Python

interpreter and thus the extensive standard library are all available in source or binary form for

free of charge for all critical platforms and can be freely distributed. Learning Python doesn't

require any pre- requisites. However, one should have the elemental understanding of

programming languages.This Book consist of 53 Must Do Python Projects for All Developers/

Students to practice different projects and scenarios. Use these learnings in professional tasks

or daily learning projects.At the end of this book, you can download all this projects by using

our link.All 53 projects are divided into different modules, every project is special in its own way

of performing daily task by a developer. Every project has its source codes which learners can

copy and practice/use on their own systems. If there is special requirement for any projects, its

already mentioned in the book.Happy learning!!Module 1 Project 1 -101. Snake GameSnake

game is an Arcade Maze Game which has been developed by Gremlin Industries. The player’s

objective in the game is to achieve maximum points as possible by collecting food or fruits. The

player loses once the snake hits the wall or hits itself.## Setup instructionsIn order to run this

script, You just need the following 3 modules -- **Pygame:** It is a set of Python modules

designed for writing video games.- **Time:** This function is used to count the number of

seconds elapsed since the epoch.- **Random:** This function is used to generate random

numbers in Python by using random module. **Pygame, Time and Random**Source

Code:import pygameimport timeimport randompygame.init()white = (255, 255, 255)yellow =

(255, 255, 102)black = (0, 0, 0)red = (213, 50, 80)green = (0, 255, 0)blue = (50, 153,

213)dis_width = 600dis_height = 400dis = pygame.display.set_mode((dis_width,



dis_height))pygame.display.set_caption('Snake Game In Python')clock =

pygame.time.Clock()snake_block = 10snake_speed = 15font_style =

pygame.font.SysFont("bahnschrift", 25)score_font = pygame.font.SysFont("comicsansms",

35)def Your_score(score):value = score_font.render("Your Score: " + str(score), True,

yellow)dis.blit(value, [0, 0])def our_snake(snake_block, snake_list):for x in

snake_list:pygame.draw.rect(dis, black, [x[0], x[1], snake_block, snake_block])def

message(msg, color):mesg = font_style.render(msg, True, color)dis.blit(mesg, [dis_width / 6,

dis_height / 3])def gameLoop():game_over = Falsegame_close = Falsex1 = dis_width / 2y1 =

dis_height / 2x1_change = 0y1_change = 0snake_List = []Length_of_snake = 1foodx =

round(random.randrange(0, dis_width - snake_block) / 10.0) * 10.0foody =

round(random.randrange(0, dis_height - snake_block) / 10.0) * 10.0while not game_over:while

game_close == True:dis.fill(blue)message("You Lost! Press 'C' to Play Again or 'Q' To Quit The

Game",red)Your_score(Length_of_snake - 1)pygame.display.update()for event in

pygame.event.get():if event.type == pygame.KEYDOWN:if event.key ==

pygame.K_q:game_over = Truegame_close = Falseif event.key == pygame.K_c:gameLoop()for

event in pygame.event.get():if event.type == pygame.QUIT:game_over = Trueif event.type ==

pygame.KEYDOWN:if event.key == pygame.K_LEFT:x1_change = -snake_blocky1_change =

0elif event.key == pygame.K_RIGHT:x1_change = snake_blocky1_change = 0elif event.key ==

pygame.K_UP:y1_change = -snake_blockx1_change = 0elif event.key ==

pygame.K_DOWN:y1_change = snake_blockx1_change = 0if x1 >= dis_width or x1 < 0 or y1

>= dis_height or y1 < 0:game_close = Truex1 += x1_changey1 +=

y1_changedis.fill(blue)pygame.draw.rect(dis, green, [foodx, foody, snake_block,

snake_block])snake_Head =

[]snake_Head.append(x1)snake_Head.append(y1)snake_List.append(snake_Head)if

len(snake_List) > Length_of_snake:del snake_List[0]for x in snake_List[:-1]:if x ==

snake_Head:game_close = Trueour_snake(snake_block,

snake_List)Your_score(Length_of_snake - 1)pygame.display.update()if x1 == foodx and y1 ==

foody:foodx = round(random.randrange(0, dis_width - snake_block) / 10.0) * 10.0foody =

round(random.randrange(0, dis_height - snake_block) / 10.0) * 10.0Length_of_snake +=

1clock.tick(snake_speed)pygame.quit()quit()gameLoop()3. Spaceship Game- The python

script makes use of Pygame, a popular GUI module, to develop an interactive multiplayer

Spaceship Game.- The 2 players compete to aim bullets at each other and the first player to

lose their health, loses.## Requirements:All the packages essential for running the script can

be installed as follows:``` sh$ pip install -r requirements.txt```###

Requirementspygame==2.0.1Source Code files:2. Snapshot of given website## Set up`pip

install selenium``pip install chromedriver-binary==XX.X.XXXX.XX.X`- 'XX.X.XXXX.XX.X' is

chrome driver version. - The version of 'chrome driver' need to match the version of your

google chrome. *How to find your google chrome version*1. Click on the Menu icon in the

upper right corner of the screen.2. Click on Help, and then About Google Chrome.3. Your

Chrome browser version number can be found here.## Execute`python

snapshot_of_given_website.py <url>`Snapshot is in current directory after this script

runs.Requirement:selenium==3.141.0chromedriver-binary==85.0.4183.38.0Source Code:# -*-

cofing: utf-8 -*-import sysfrom selenium import webdriverfrom

selenium.webdriver.chrome.options import Optionsimport chromedriver_binaryscript_name =

sys.argv[0]options = Options()options.add_argument('--headless')driver =

webdriver.Chrome(options=options)try:url = sys.argv[1]driver.get(url)page_width =

driver.execute_script('return document.body.scrollWidth')page_height =



driver.execute_script('return document.body.scrollHeight')driver.set_window_size(page_width,

page_height)driver.save_screenshot('screenshot.png')driver.quit()print("SUCCESS")except

IndexError:print('Usage: %s URL' % script_name)4. Speech-to-Text ConverterThis Python

script converts the Speech input into Text using NLP (Natural Langauge Processing).###

Requirements**Installation Required** :* Python Speech Recognition module:`pip install

speechrecognition`* PyAudio:* Use the following command for linux users`sudo apt-get install

python3-pyaudio`* Windows users can install pyaudio by executing the following command in a

terminal`pip install pyaudio`* Python pyttsx3 module:`pip install pyttsx3`### How to run the

script- Enter the audio input by speaking into the microphone.- Run converter_terminal.py

script- Output Text will be displayed## Requirements (Py modules

used)PyAudio==0.2.11SpeechRecognition==3.8.1Source Code:import speech_recognitiondef

record_voice(): �microphone = speech_recognition.Recognizer() �with

speech_recognition.Microphone() as live_phone: �

microphone.adjust_for_ambient_noise(live_phone) �print("I'm trying to hear you: ") �audio =

microphone.listen(live_phone) �try: �phrase = microphone.recognize_google(audio, language='en') �

return phrase �except speech_recognition.UnkownValueError: �return "I didn't understand what

you said"if __name__ == '__main__': �phrase = record_voice() �with open('you_said_this.txt','w')

as file: �file.write(phrase) �print('the last sentence you spoke was saved in you_said_this.txt')5.

Speech-To-TextA program that can convert Speech into Text using python#

Dependencies:*pyttsx3*```pythonpip install pyttsx3```*pyaudio*```pythonpip install

pyaudio```*SpeechRecognition*```pip install SpeechRecognition```# Run:*The text Will be

saved in output.txt file*```python speech-to-text.py```Source Code:import pyttsx3import

speech_recognition as srimport osengine = pyttsx3.init('sapi5')voices =

engine.getProperty('voices')#print(voices[1].id)engine.setProperty('voice',voices[0].id)def

speak(audio):engine.say(audio)engine.runAndWait()def get(): �r = sr.Recognizer() �with

sr.Microphone() as source: �print('say something!') �audio = r.listen(source) �print("done") �try: �text =

r.recognize_google(audio) �print('google think you said:\n' +text) �except Exception as e: �print(e) �

remember = open('output.txt','w') �remember.write(text) �remember.close()get()6. Speed

TestSpeed Test using python## Dependencies:*youtube_dl*```pip3 install speedtest-

cli```Source Code:import subprocessreturned_text = subprocess.check_output("speedtest-cli",

shell=True, universal_newlines=True)print("The Result of Speed Test")print(returned_text)7.

Spelling CheckerHere, you can input any word and check if it is having a correct spelling or

not.### PrerequisitesFirst thing which you need to install is textblob library<!--Install library--

>>pip install textblob<!--For jupyter nb-->You need to run this command in your terminal or your

ide terminal.<!--for jp nb-->If you are using Jupyter Notebook you need to use the below

command<!--for jp nb-->>import sys<!--command-->>!{sys.executable} -m pip install

textblob### How to run the scriptYou can first install the textblob library and then you can run

the python script.Source Code:from textblob import TextBlob # importing textblob libraryt =

1while t:a = input("Enter the word to be checked:- ") � # incorrect spellingprint("original text:

"+str(a)) #printing original textb = TextBlob(a) #correcting the text# prints the corrected

spellingprint("corrected text: "+str(b.correct()))t = int(input("Try Again? 1 : 0 "))8. Split a video

file by given time periodThis script will split the video into two files when valid time periods are

given.```pip install ffmpeg-python```### usage```pythonpython videosplitter.py test.mp4 0 50

out1.mp4 out2.mp4```OR```pythonpython videosplitter.py -h```Requirements -

ffmpeg==1.4Source Code:import ffmpegimport argparseparser =

argparse.ArgumentParser(description='''Split A media fileinto two

chunks''')parser.add_argument('inputfile', help="Input



filename")parser.add_argument('starttime', type=float, help="Start time in

seconds")parser.add_argument('endtime', type=float, help="End time in

seconds")parser.add_argument('outputfile1', help="Output

filename")parser.add_argument('outputfile2', help="Output filename")args =

parser.parse_args()in1 = ffmpeg.input(args.inputfile)v1 = in1.filter('trim',

start=float(args.starttime), end=(args.endtime))v2 = in1.filter('trim',

start=float(args.endtime))out1 = ffmpeg.output(v1, args.outputfile1)out2 = ffmpeg.output(v2,

args.outputfile2)out1.run()out2.run()9. Split FilesThis accepts split index and file name than

spilts it according to the index provided.### PrerequisitesTo execute this script python must be

installed the host system.### How to run the scriptjust type this in the terminal:-`python

split_files.py <csv/text_file> <split/line_number>`Requirements:pandas==1.1.0
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